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Abstract

Focus plus context visualization can be used in augmented reality to improve the visual perception of the augmented scene. In
the scope of in situ or on-patient medical data visualization, the focus plus context paradigm is used to improve depth perception for
physicians showing the patient’s anatomy as a focus region in the context of the patient’s body. Volume clipping is one technique
to realize focus plus context visualization. However, some of the existing methods for focus plus context visualization based on
volume clipping do not run in full real time or are prone to artifacts. In this article, we present an extension for two of these
techniques to improve performance and image quality of the original approaches. We validate all the techniques in a markerless
augmented reality environment. A 3D reference model is tracked by the application, and volumetric medical data are shown to the
user at the position of the patient’s anatomy. Our technique is able to handle multiple anatomic regions, although the main region
of interest used in this article is the face. Moreover, tracking accuracy is improved by the use of a hierarchical approach. From an
evaluation of the proposed techniques, the results obtained highlight that all of them are free of artifacts, optimized for real-time
performance, and improve the visual quality of the augmented scene.
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1. Introduction1

Physicians see medical data, typically images of a patient’s2

anatomic structures, on a monitor and they must analyze and3

mentally compose what is shown on the screen. This mental4

model of the patient’s anatomy will help the physician provide5

health care in time-critical situations. Therefore, the physician6

must have sufficient knowledge of the patient’s and general hu-7

man anatomy to proceed appropriately during any medical pro-8

cedure (e.g., diagnosis, surgery). With the availability of aug-9

mented reality (AR) technology, one can take over this task of10

mental mapping by transferring it to a computer. Therefore,11

the physician will be able to visualize, at the same time, the12

patient and a part of the patient’s anatomy. On-patient or in13

situ medical data visualization can be used to improve surgical14

planning, training, medical diagnosis, and post-operative exam-15

ination. This kind of application is desirable in fields such as16

those involving craniofacial data, in which the visualization of17

3D examinations on the patient may help the physician under-18

stand the trauma.19

AR is a technology which augments the view of a real scene20

with additional virtual information. Accurate tracking of the21

real scene, realistic rendering of the virtual data, and real-time22

user interactivity are the most important technical challenges of23
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AR applications [1]. The face is a part of the body in which24

depth- or texture-based tracking is easier because of the avail-25

ability of face detection algorithms and the presence of distin-26

guishable geometric structures. We take advantage of this to fo-27

cus on the problem of on-patient medical data visualization for28

patients with craniofacial traumas. The decision to use a mark-29

erless AR (MAR) environment for tracking resulted from ob-30

servations of the current limitations of the techniques proposed31

in the field of on-patient medical data visualization. Here, we32

are mainly interested in investigating the possibility of devel-33

oping an MAR environment for on-patient medical data visu-34

alization which supports high-quality on-patient visualization35

and depth-based tracking (invariant to illumination conditions).36

Taking advantage of our main motivation to improve the physi-37

cian’s knowledge of the patient with craniofacial trauma, in this38

work we focused our tests on the patient’s head as the region39

of interest (ROI). Although we have developed a solution for40

the scenario of craniofacial data visualization, in this article we41

show how the MAR environment can be adapted for other pa-42

tient ROI (i.e., torso and pelvis; Section 6). The generality of43

the proposed work is discussed in this article.44

Traditionally, on-patient medical data visualization applica-45

tions superimpose virtual medical data on the patient. However,46

in such applications, the virtual content seems to be floating in47

front of the patient. As stated in previous work [2, 3, 4, 5], a48

better solution is to show the patient’s anatomy as a focus re-49

gion in the context of the patient’s own body. This process is50

known as focus plus context (F+C) visualization paradigm [6],51
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and it is known to improve the visual perception of the con-52

tent being visualized. In the field of volume rendering, one way53

to improve the understanding and extend the exploration of the54

medical volume is by use of volume clipping. Therefore, the55

effect of volume clipping added in an F+C visualization tech-56

nique is a new tool for the user to explore and understand the57

augmented scene.58

The existing techniques for F+C visualization based on vol-59

ume clipping are prone to artifacts or do not run in full real60

time [5]. Such issues decrease the application’s visual quality61

and performance, respectively. One way to solve both problems62

is by use of an adaptive strategy to mitigate artifacts and shaders63

to execute the technique in parallel.64

In this article, we present improvements in terms of perfor-65

mance and visual quality over the F+C visualization techniques66

based on volume clipping proposed in [5]. We expand the eval-67

uation of the MAR environment for different ROI in the patient68

and improve tracking accuracy through the use of a hierarchical69

algorithm. A more detailed description of the algorithms used70

in the entire solution (i.e., MAR environment and F+C visual-71

ization) and an in-depth analysis of the results obtained and the72

limitations of the proposed approach are presented as well.73

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Sec-74

tion 2 reviews recent related work on medical AR and F+C75

visualization applied in AR. Section 3 introduces the MAR en-76

vironment used in this article for validation of the F+C tech-77

niques. Section 4 presents the F+C techniques based on vol-78

ume clipping for on-patient medical data visualization. Section79

5 presents the tests conducted and the experimental results ob-80

tained. Section 6 discusses the results obtained and the limita-81

tions of this work. In Section 7, a summary of the article and82

recommendations for future work are presented.83

2. Related work84

Medical AR systems for on-patient medical data visualiza-85

tion have been driven by different approaches in recent years.86

In this section, we classify the approaches on the basis of their87

tracking technology: marker based or markerless.88

Over the past decades, many relevant approaches have been89

proposed for marker-based medical AR, such as those in [3, 4,90

7]. Artificial fiducial markers provide fast and accurate tracking91

because of their shape; however, they are commonly associated92

with some issues which make this technology unsuitable for93

on-patient medical data visualization applications:94

• They are intrusive, because they are not part of the original95

scene.96

• When the traditional fiducial marker, such as the one used97

in popular applications such as ARToolKit [8], is not used,98

the optical tracking system hardware may be too expen-99

sive.100

• In general, this kind of tracking must operate only on the101

image space, according to features computed from the pix-102

els. The main drawbacks for this color- or texture-based103

tracking are the susceptibility to illumination conditions104

and marker occlusion, which may affect the accuracy of105

the tracking algorithm.106

Recently, systems have been proposed in the field of marker-107

less medical AR. Some of them do not run in real-time (more108

than 15 frames per second, FPS) [9, 10] and others rely on109

specific prior knowledge about the ROI to be tracked (see110

[11, 12, 13] for the body and [14] for the face). To the best of111

our knowledge, there is only one exception which can be used112

for general-purpose markerless on-patient medical data visual-113

ization: the semiautomatic approach proposed in [15, 16, 17].114

The semiautomatic MAR environment uses an RGB-D sen-115

sor to reconstruct and track a 3D reference model of the pa-116

tient’s ROI through the AR live stream. Then, after the virtual117

medical data positioning, it can be displayed for a physician118

at the location of the patient’s real anatomy. Real-time perfor-119

mance is achieved by exploitation of the parallelism provided120

by the graphics processing unit (GPU).121

To validate the F+C visualization techniques, we use a122

marker-free tracking algorithm because it requires a low pro-123

cessing time and can operate on customer hardware with good124

accuracy. A first necessary step is to evaluate the performance125

and visual quality of the proposed approach. In this sense, the126

semiautomatic MAR environment proposed in [15, 16, 17] is127

used because it runs in real time and, with some adaptations, its128

tracking solution can be applied for several ROI in the patient,129

in contrast to other state-of-the-art solutions. Such adaptations130

are discussed in Section 6.131

An application for on-patient medical data visualization re-132

quires special attention to be paid to the composition of the vir-133

tual and real entities of the AR environment. Recently, many134

approaches have been proposed in the field of F+C visual-135

ization to dynamically define how this composition should be136

done. These, also known as ghosting or X-ray vision tech-137

niques, share the concept of an importance map, a mask (similar138

to an alpha mask) which controls how real and virtual entities139

should be blended.140

Sandor et al. [18] designed a method for importance map141

computation based on the feature regions of both real and vir-142

tual objects inspired by three features: luminosity—to preserve143

regions with high illumination; hue—to preserve strong colors;144

motion—to preserve moving structures in the final rendering.145

As stated by Sandor et al. [18], this work was an extension of146

the work of [19], which is based on edge overlay to improve147

spatial perception.148

Mendez et al. [20] proposed an F+C technique in which149

the lightness and color contrast of a given image are modified150

according to the importance map computed from a live color151

video. By adding subtle changes in the image, they guarantee152

temporal and spatial coherence between frames. The problem153

with this approach is its performance, which does not achieve154

the full 30 FPS even when it is implemented on the GPU.155

An adaptive F+C visualization technique was recently intro-156

duced by Kalkofen et al. [21]. In their approach, an importance157

map is computed for the occluder [20] and the occludee is in-158

serted into the scene. Then, another importance map is com-159
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puted from this resulting image and is then compared against160

the first map computed. Regions on the first importance map161

that are not present in the final rendering are then emphasized162

to be visible. This approach improves the visual quality of the163

augmented scene and it runs in real time. However, it is not suit-164

able for MAR environments, as it alone requires a processing165

time of 33 ms. Therefore, this additional time would decrease166

severely the performance of an MAR application.167

F+C rendering was also proposed for visualization of under-168

ground structures in street scenes [22, 23, 24]. In these ap-169

proaches, a method is used to dynamically compute when the170

underground structures must be rendered in relation to moving171

objects present in the scene. Although the final visual quality is172

good, the performance of the existing techniques is not full real173

time.174

Traditional methods which compute the importance maps175

from live color video of the real scene are prone to errors be-176

cause they are dependent on the illumination and material prop-177

erties of the real environment. To overcome these problems,178

Mendez and Schmalstieg [25] proposed a method to compute179

an importance mask based on the 3D model of the scene. This180

task is accomplished by use of techniques such as mesh saliency181

[26] or through user interaction in a preprocessing step. The182

problem with this approach is that the importance mask cre-183

ation requires some processing time. Therefore, the user can-184

not change interactively the importance mask during an AR live185

stream.186

The methods proposed in the literature for F+C visualization187

in general AR applications capture the features of the image;188

however, their importance maps are not accurate enough to be189

used for medical applications.190

F+C visualization has been proposed not only for AR, but191

also for volume rendering. In this case, it is used to define how192

the internal structures of the volume (e.g., bone, organ) should193

be visualized in the context of the soft tissue.194

Bruckner et al. [27, 28] proposed a method for context-195

preserving volume rendering. From factors such as shading in-196

tensity, gradient magnitude, distance to the eye point, and pre-197

viously accumulated opacity, the method allows the user def-198

inition of the F+C rendering according to only two parame-199

ters which controls these four factors to interactively change200

the transparency level between internal and external structures201

of the volume. The technique is easy to implement and runs202

directly on the shader. An extension of this algorithm was pro-203

posed by [29]. It incorporates rotation, scale, position, and204

mouse click to dynamically select focus and context regions.205

Kruger et al. [30] proposed ClearView. Four layers (i.e., fo-206

cus and context structures, isosurface’s normal and curvature)207

are generated and composed for each frame in order to define208

the final visualization. The main disadvantages of this method209

is that it is naturally multi-pass (i.e., one shading pass is re-210

quired to compute every layer) and the layers must be recom-211

puted for every change of viewpoint. Therefore, the approach212

has a considerable cost in terms of performance.213

Kirmizibayrak et al. [31] proposed a volumetric brush214

method for interactive definition of focus and context regions215

for volumetric models. Their approach runs in real time and216

provides a good alternative for physicians to visualize medical217

data, especially for applications such as radiation therapy.218

F+C solutions have also been proposed in the literature to219

help in the visualization of complex fiber distributions [32],220

blood flow [33], structured biomedical data [34] and ultrasound221

[35].222

The main goal of the F+C visualization techniques applied223

in AR environments is to improve the depth perception of the224

augmented scene. This is specially important for medical AR225

applications, in which physicians must have good understand-226

ing of the augmented scene to proceed with their tasks appropri-227

ately. Despite the number of techniques and applications which228

have been proposed for medical AR, only a few of them con-229

sider the visualization a relevant aspect for the application [36].230

We show here some of the visualization techniques proposed231

specifically for the field of medical AR to achieve the goal of232

improved depth perception.233

Lerotic et al. [37] suggested the use of a pq space–based234

nonphotorealistic rendering method for augmented visualiza-235

tion in minimally invasive surgery . In their approach, the236

anatomic surface is expressed in terms of a pq-space represen-237

tation, where p and q are the slope of the surface along the x238

and y axes. These values are used to determine which regions239

of the suface are more salient and must be emphasized in the240

final rendering. Pratt et al. [38] extended this technique to run241

in real time on the GPU. For it to do so, the original algorithm242

was simplified by use of an intensity gradient filter to highlight243

anatomic surface details.244

Bichlmeier et al. [39] proposed the virtual mirror, a tech-245

nique which improves not only the depth perception, but also246

the navigation, visualization, and understanding of the virtual247

structures positioned into the augmented scene. This can be248

achieved through the use of a specialized hardware setup and249

standard techniques in computer graphics for mirror reflection250

computation.251

Kersten-Oertel et al. [40] provided an evaluation of several252

strategies for improving depth perception (namely, fog, pseu-253

dochromadepth, kinetic depth, edge depiction, and stereo) in254

the medical data visualization. The evaluation was conducted255

with novice and expert users, and the conclusion was that the256

fog and pseudochromadepth [41] techniques improve under-257

standing of the medical structures.258

One of the first techniques proposed for F+C visualization in259

the field of on-patient medical data visualization was the con-260

textual anatomic mimesis (CAM) proposed by Bichlmeier et261

al. [2]. Its importance map is defined by three parameters: the262

curvature of the patient’s skin surface, the angle of incidence263

(i.e., angle between the normal on the skin surface and a vector264

pointing from the position of the surface and the eye), and the265

distance falloff (i.e., the distance between each point on the sur-266

face and the intersection point of the line of sight and the skin267

surface). Differently from the color-based methods mentioned268

for the F+C techniques applied in the common AR scenario,269

this one operates directly on the shader and is not dependent270

on illumination or texture for the importance map definition.271

Although it provides improved visualization of the 3D medical272

data in the scene, it does not give special attention to the effect273
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of volume clipping.274

Aiming to provide the physician with more tools to improve275

the visual perception of the augmented scene, previous work276

has proposed three F+C techniques based on volume clipping:277

the smooth contours technique, and the visible background on278

CT and MRI data techniques [5]. Each of them defines a spe-279

cific region of the volume to be used as a focus or context re-280

gion. However, the smooth contours technique is not optimized281

for real-time performance, and the visible background on MRI282

data technique generates images with visible artifacts and, in283

fact, it was not evaluated with respect to visual quality, although284

it showed promising results. In this article, we present an ex-285

tension of the work of [5] to solve such problems.286

3. Markerless augmented reality environment287

In this section, we describe the MAR environment used in288

this work, which is mostly based on the one proposed in [15,289

16, 17]. However, we present modifications to improve tracking290

accuracy while enabling real-time performance for the MAR291

environment.292

An overview of the proposed solution is given in Figure293

1. First, we reconstruct a 3D reference model of the pa-294

tient’s ROI to track it without markers in the AR live stream.295

Three-dimensional (3D) reference model reconstruction re-296

quires markerless tracking to align the different viewpoints ac-297

quired from the patient’s ROI. In contrast, markerless track-298

ing requires 3D reference model reconstruction to perform live299

tracking during the on-patient medical data visualization. Be-300

cause of the recent availability of MAR environments for on-301

patient medical data visualization, which are based on off-the-302

shelf hardware and provide good composition of the real and303

virtual entities in the AR environment [17, 14, 13], they can304

be used to validate the F+C techniques. From the estimated305

camera pose (i.e., position and orientation), the medical vol-306

ume can be rendered and displayed for a physician inside the307

patient’s body at the location of the real anatomy. Volume308

data are rendered according to standard volume rendering tech-309

niques. After volume rendering, F+C visualization techniques310

(i.e., smooth contours technique, and visible background on311

CT and MRI data techniques) are used to define which parts312

of the volume will be visualized in the final augmented scene.313

Real-time performance is achieved by implementation of the314

MAR environment (i.e., markerless tracking and 3D reference315

model reconstruction) on the general-purpose GPU and vol-316

ume rendering together with the F+C visualization using GLSL317

shaders.318

To track the medical volume in the AR environment without319

markers, a 3D reference model of the patient’s ROI is generated.320

To reconstruct a single 3D reference model of the patient’s ROI,321

it is necessary to detect it and segment it from the real scene322

captured by the RGB-D sensor. In this work, F+C visualization323

techniques were validated in a scenario where the ROI consists324

mainly of the patient’s face. For face detection and segmenta-325

tion, the Viola-Jones face detector [42] is applied in the color326

image provided by the RGB-D sensor. Once the ROI has been327

segmented in the color image, this segmented region is fixed.328

Markerless
Tracking

Reference
Model

Reconstruction

Volume
Rendering

Smooth
Contours

Visible Back-
ground on
CT Data

Visible Back-
ground on
MRI Data

Markerless Augmented
Reality Environment

Focus + Context Visualization

Figure 1: Integrated solution for markerless on-patient medical data visualiza-
tion based on focus plus context rendering viewed as components and their
relationships.

Then, the user is constrained to move the ROI in this fixed329

region so that the system can capture the different viewpoints330

from the same ROI. Through calibration of the color and depth331

sensors, it is possible to transfer this segmented region of the332

color image to the depth image. The depth map is denoised with333

a bilateral filter [43], and then the pyramid algorithm is applied334

to build low-resolution approximations of the original denoised335

depth map [44, 45]. To do so, a mean filter is implemented on336

the GPU to compute only two coarse levels from the denoised337

depth map. Filtered depth maps are converted into vertex and338

normal maps. Maps computed from the original depth map are339

used through all the steps of the algorithm. Coarse vertex and340

normal maps are used only for tracking. Then, the KinectFu-341

sion algorithm [46] is used to reconstruct the reference model342

of the patient’s ROI in real time.343

KinectFusion is an algorithm that reconstructs high-quality344

3D models from raw, noisy depth data captured from a depth345

sensor. To do so, for each voxel a 3D grid stores the signed346

distance to the closest surface and a weight that indicates the347

uncertainty of the surface measurement. This volumetric rep-348

resentation and integration is based on the VRIP algorithm349

[47]. One extracts the implicit surface of this representation350

(i.e., reference model) by detecting zero-crossings (i.e., posi-351

tions at which the distance sign changes) on the grid through352

a ray caster. This volumetric representation of KinectFusion is353

especially useful for the F+C visualization based on the visible354

background on MRI data technique, where the ray casting algo-355

rithm is used to clip the 3D reference model directly from the356

3D grid. Moreover, to keep the pyramid framework consistent,357

a pyramid version of the ray cast data is built for each frame.358

As evaluated in [48], the KinectFusion algorithm has max-359

imum accuracy of approximately 10 mm; therefore, it is as-360

sumed that its reconstructed models are suitable to be used as361

reference for tracking and virtual data positioning in MAR ap-362

plications which do not demand high accuracy. All of the steps363

described above run in the GPU and are optimized for real-time364

performance.365

The 3D reference model is reconstructed only once, and it366

is the basis for MAR live tracking. To position the medical367
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volume into the scene, a semiautomatic registration method is368

used [17]. The virtual data are coarsely aligned with the 3D ref-369

erence model (which represents the patient’s ROI data) in terms370

of scale, positioning, and orientation. By controlling parame-371

ters such as the scale factor, rotation angles, and translation vec-372

tor, the user is able to make fine adjustments (e.g., rescale the373

virtual data, change the position of the virtual data, or modify374

the orientation of the virtual data) over the coarse registration375

in order to produce a more visually pleasant integration of the376

medical data into the augmented scene.377

After the placement of the medical data into the scene, the378

markerless tracking is started. In fact, live tracking is done379

in two steps: during the reconstruction of the 3D reference380

model, to align the different viewpoints acquired from the pa-381

tient’s ROI, and during the MAR with the patient and the med-382

ical data. A real-time variant of the Iterative closest point (ICP)383

algorithm [49] implemented on the GPU is used to estimate384

the rigid transformation that aligns the current depth frame cap-385

tured by the depth sensor with the previous one represented by386

the 3D reference model. To improve tracking accuracy without387

too much impact on performance, we use a hierarchical vari-388

ant of the ICP algorithm, similarly as done in [50]. Hence,389

we estimate the camera pose starting from the coarsest level to390

the finest one using the previously computed vertex and normal391

map pyramid. After each iteration, we update the final cam-392

era pose estimated for the current frame. As discussed in the393

Section 5, by controlling the number of iterations used for each394

level of the tracking algorithm, we can trade off accuracy and395

performance of the tracking in the MAR environment.396

As stated in [46, 50], the use of the 3D reference model for397

tracking allows a more consistent rigid registration with less in-398

cremental error. However, in the presence of fast rigid motion399

between frames, the ICP algorithm may fail (i.e., not converge400

to a valid result). Taking advantage of the fact that the main401

ROI in this article is a head, we used a real-time head pose esti-402

mation [51] to provide a new initial guess to the ICP algorithm403

to compute correctly the current transformation [52].404

4. On-patient medical data visualization based on volume405

clipping406

4.1. Volume rendering407

Volume rendering is a field concerned with techniques for408

synthesizing images from 3D scalar data. This problem of im-409

age synthesis is mathematically formulated as a volume render-410

ing integral most commonly based on an emission-absorption411

optical model [53].412

To synthesize the medical image, a single rendering pass ray413

casting is applied over the bounding box of the medical volume414

[54]. To improve image quality and performance of the volume415

rendering, several techniques are used as follows:416

• Stochastic jittering (i.e., random ray-start)—to reduce417

sampling artifacts;418

• Fast GPU-Based tricubic filtering—to reduce filtering ar-419

tifacts [55, 56];420

• Empty-space leaping—to skip nonvisible voxels [57];421

• Early ray termination—if the opacity accumulated is suf-422

ficiently high;423

• Preintegrated transfer functions—to capture high frequen-424

cies introduced in the transfer functions defined with low425

sampling rates [58];426

• Blinn-Phong shading with on-the-fly gradient427

computation—to add realism in the final rendering428

[59];429

• GPU tricubic prefilter—to improve tricubic filtering accu-430

racy [60];431

• Volume clipping—to extract and emphasize importants432

parts of the volume [53].433

In this work, the volume is clipped according to six planes434

parallel to the faces of the volume boundind box, although there435

are several alternative techniques for volume clipping, such as436

that in [61]. Nevertheless, we emphasize that the F+C tech-437

niques can be used regardless of the technique used to crop the438

volume.439

After the volume rendering, medical data must be visualized440

in the augmented scene. To achieve this goal, F+C visualization441

is used to show the medical data in a focus region in the context442

of the patient’s body, as described in the next subsection.443

4.2. Focus and context visualization444

We present improvements over the F+C visualization based445

on volume clipping proposed in [5]. When one is clipping a446

volume and rendering its image in an AR environment, there447

will not be occlusion between the internal region of the volume448

and the patient’s ROI, as shown in left image in Figure 2.449

Figure 2: Occlusion between the volume’s internal structures and the patient’s
region of interest. Left image: direct volume rendering with clipping. Right
image: volume clipped rendered according to the proposed algorithm.

If desirable, one can solve this issue by changing the single-450

pass ray casting [53]. We check if the first hit position of the451

ray cast in the volume is in the clipped region. If it is, the ray452

stops its traversal and is discarded from rendering. Otherwise,453

the ray continues its traversal in the volume as normally done454

in the standard ray casting algorithm. The visual effect of this455
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algorithm can be seen in the right image in Figure 2, where456

the internal structures of the volume were removed in the final457

rendering.458

4.2.1. Smooth contours459

When a volume is clipped, to reveal hidden structures of the460

medical data, and its image is rendered in an AR environment,461

edges located at the intersection between the volume and the462

clipping planes become visible. This visibility of the edges oc-463

curs not only in this region, but also for the entire contour of the464

volume rendered (Figure 3, left image).465

Figure 3: Influence of the smooth contours technique in the final rendering. Left
image: direct volume rendering with clipping. Right image: volume clipped
rendered according to the proposed algorithm. Contours are localized between
the yellow shapes.

According to the F+C technique presented in [2], one can466

improve depth perception by smoothing the transition between467

the volume in the focus region and the rest of the AR scene. On468

the basis of this, Macedo and Apolinario [5] proposed a new469

method for F+C visualization based on the smooth contours470

technique, an algorithm that adds a smooth transition between471

the volume rendered and the real scene based on the volume472

contours.473

The smooth contours technique proposed in [5] consists of474

the following steps: from the medical volume image, which is475

loaded from the GPU to the CPU, it is converted to grayscale,476

binarized by use of the threshold computed from Otsu’s method477

[62], contours are extracted from the method proposed by478

Suzuki [63] and are smoothed by use of a Gaussian blur (kernel479

size 3 × 3 pixels). The resulting image is a mask (αsmoothCont)480

which weights the blending of the volume and the patient’s481

color images. Also, a factor wc can be dynamically defined482

by the user to adjust the level of smoothing of the contours, ex-483

panding or compressing the area of operation of the algorithm484

(Equation 1). It ranges from 0, where the contours are ren-485

dered, to +∞, where the contour area is expanded, contours are486

smoothed, and then suppressed in the final rendering because to487

the high level of smoothness required.488

Instead of the technique running entirely on the CPU, we489

propose an alternative method for the technique to run entirely490

on the shader, improving performance and achieving the same491

quality of the final rendering. To achieve this goal, the pipeline492

is changed as follows (Figure 4, top part): the medical volume493

image is binarized by use of a predefined threshold tb, which op-494

erates on the gray intensity of each pixel (empirically we have495

found tb = 0.1 a good threshold for such a task), and the binary496

image is blurred by one iteration of a two-pass Gaussian blur497

(kernel size 3 × 3 pixels). Instead of explicitly computing the498

contours by using Suzuki’s method, we just apply the Gaussian499

blur directly over the binary image. In practice, we have not500

found a perceptual difference between these two approaches.501

Moreover, as discussed in Section 5, with our new algorithm502

we improved the performance of the original approach, as we503

remove the need to transfer data from the GPU to the CPU,504

which is a time-consuming step. Furthermore, because of the505

separability of the Gaussian functions, the use of a two-pass506

approach to convolve the binary image reduces the processing507

time required by the filter while maintaining the same visual508

result.509

As can be seen in Figure 3, the smooth contours technique510

softens the transition between the medical volume image and511

the real scene. Furthermore, this method can be easily inte-512

grated with other existing solutions, such as the CAM technique513

[2]. An example of the result of such integration can be seen in514

Figure 5. In the top image in Figure 5, a circular mask is defined515

over the window to select which parts of the medical volume516

must be rendered into the augmented scene. With the CAM517

method, there is no clear handling of the contours which result518

from the clipping the volume. By using the smooth contours519

technique (Figure 5, bottom image), we can solve this problem520

by smoothing the contours inside the focus window.521

Two methods for F+C visualization that take advantage of522

the clipping effect and the concept of a visible background were523

proposed. They take advantage of the type of scanning technol-524

ogy (CT or MRI) to enable new ways for physicians to visualize525

and explore the medical data on the patient.526

4.2.2. Visible background on CT data527

In volume rendering, CT data can be used to enable the vi-528

sualization of internal structures of the patient such as bones.529

By designing an appropriate transfer function, one can visual-530

ize the bone apart from the soft tissue of the volume. On the531

basis of the color values associated with the soft tissue, the vir-532

tual background used for rendering can be seen. In this case, it533

is desirable to replace this virtual background by the real one,534

enhancing the visual perception of the scene. Moreover, by use535

of this strategy, the visualization of the soft tissue is deempha-536

sized in the final rendering, emphasizing rather the focus region537

of the visualization, the bone structure. The F+C visualization538

based on the visible background on CT data technique can be539

applied to enable this kind of visualization. An overview of this540

method can be seen in the middle part of Figure 4.541

The background scene is captured and stored in memory.542

Next, the image of the volume after clipping is binarized and543

sent to the shader as a foreground subtraction mask Isubtraction.544

This mask identifies the region where the background can be vi-545

sualized on the basis of the gray intensity of the volume. Then,546

a user-defined threshold wgrayLevel operates on the gray level of547
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Smooth Contours

Visible Back-
ground on CT

Visible Back-
ground on MRI

Medical Volume
Color Image

Medical Volume
Grayscale Image

Medical Volume
Binary Image
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Dre f

(shown in binary)

Dilated Dre f

(shown in binary)

3D Reference Model
Clipped Region

Dilated 3D Reference
Model Clipped Region

Final Rendering

Figure 4: A schematic view of the proposed techniques. Focus plus context (F+C) visualization based on the smooth contours technique (top part): the blurred
version of the binary image of the medical volume is used as a mask that smooths the transition between the medical data and the real scene on the final rendering.
F+C visualization based on visible background on CT data technique (middle part): from the binary image of the medical volume, the dilated image of the 3D
reference model, and the background scene, the soft tissue of the medical data can be displayed merged with the background, emphasizing the visualization of the
bone structure. F+C visualization based on the visible background on MRI data technique (bottom part): by rendering a clipped image of the 3D reference model,
the organs of the medical data can be displayed in the context of the patient’s region of interest.

the volume and separates bone and soft tissue regions, indicat-548

ing where the background scene must be rendered.549

In our case, Dre f , the depth map of the 3D reference model,550

does not overlap perfectly with the patient’s ROI. To avoid the551

presence of artifacts in the final rendering, Dre f is dilated only552

on its contours to preserve the original depth (which is used for553

occlusion computation) and sent to the shader to represent the554

patient’s ROI.555

4.2.3. Visible background on MRI data556

In volume rendering, MRI data can be used to enable the557

visualization of internal structures of the patient’s anatomy such558

as organs. In an AR environment, the best way to visualize559

data of this kind is by clipping not only the medical volume but560

also the corresponding region of the patient’s color image. In561

this scenario, it is desirable to see the background scene in the562

region clipped, which is the main goal of the visible background563

on MRI data technique. An overview of this technique is given564

in the bottom part of Figure 4.565

The technique originally proposed in [5] is similar to the one566

used for CT data. The background scene is saved. Next, tak-567

ing advantage of the volumetric representation of KinectFusion,568

which stores the 3D reference model as an implicit surface in569

a 3D grid, one can clip the patient’s ROI in real time. The570

algorithm to render an image from the 3D clipped reference571

model is given in Algorithm 1. This algorithm is an exten-572

sion of the pseudocode presented in [46]. We ray-cast the 3D573

grid, and when the ray traverses a zero-crossing position (i.e.,574

the silhouette of the 3D reference model stored in the volume)575

and it is in the clipped region, the voxel’s corresponding pixel576

is rendered in the output image. The medical volume is clipped577

separately and sent to the shader. The output image from this578

algorithm is Isubtraction, which is used with the same objective579

as described for the visible background on CT data technique.580

Both Isubtraction and Dre f are dilated because of the problem of581

overlapping described before.582

The algorithm proposed in [5] is subject to the presence of583

artifacts at the intersection between the clipping plane and the584

3D reference model. To mitigate their effects, we use adap-585

tive sampling to reduce the step size of the ray when it is near586

the zero-crossing position. We check this proximity by using587

a specific threshold (tprox) over the truncated signed distance588

function stored at the voxel g being traversed (gtsd f ). When589

near the zero-crossing, the step size of the ray cast is reduced to590

the value ws to perform a more accurate traversal. From empir-591

ical tests, we have set tprox = 0.5 and ws equals to one fourth of592

the original step size. As shown in Section 5, by using this new593

algorithm, we improved the visual quality of the method while594

maintaining almost the same performance.595

4.3. Final rendering596

After the volume rendering, the color frame buffer is sent597

to the shader for blending with the patient’s color data coming598

from the RGB-D sensor. For the CAM and smooth contours599
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CAM + Smooth Contours
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CAM + Smooth Contours

CAM

CAM + Smooth Contours

Figure 5: Focus plus context visualization based on the contextual anatomic
mimesis (CAM) algorithm (top image) and its extension with the smooth con-
tours technique (bottom image). By using the smooth contours technique, we
can suppress the black border resulting from the clipping of the medical data,
allowing a more seamless transition between real and virtual images.

techniques, blending is done by the following linear interpola-600

tion:601

I f inal = βIreal + (1 − β)Imedical (1)602

where Ireal is the image captured by the sensor, Imedical is the603

image corresponding to the medical volume, and I f inal is the604

resulting augmented image. In our approach, β is defined dy-605

namically, for every fragment/pixel, by the F+C visualization606

techniques mentioned before, according to the following equa-607

tion:608

β = clamp(max(wc(1.0 − αsmoothCont), αCAM)) (2)609

where clamp is a function that clamps the input parameter to610

the interval [0, 1].611

For the visible background–based F+C techniques, the612

shader listed in Algorithm 2 is used instead of Equation 1, be-613

cause this Equation does not include the background rendering.614

Algorithm 1 Ray casting the clipped region of the 3D reference
model volume

1: for each pixel u ∈ output image Isubtraction in parallel do
2: Isubtraction(u)← 0;
3: raystart ← back project [u, 0]; convert to grid position
4: raynext ← back project [u, 1]; convert to grid position
5: raydir ← normalize (raynext − raystart)
6: raylen ← 0
7: g← first voxel along raydir

8: while voxel g within volume bounds do
9: raylen ← raylen + stepsize

10: gprev ← g
11: g← traverse next voxel along raydir

12: if gtsd f < tprox then
13: stepsize← ws

14: end if
15: if zero crossing from g to gprev and g is in the

clipped region then
16: Isubtraction(u)← 255;
17: end if
18: end while
19: end for

The algorithm for the visible background on CT data tech-615

nique can be seen in lines 1-15 and 22-24. The color image616

captured from the RGB-D sensor is rendered in the region that617

does not represent the patient’s ROI (i.e., where the depth of the618

3D reference object is zero, as it was not reconstructed) (lines619

2-4). The captured color image is also rendered when the vol-620

ume is occluded and the occludee has depth (i.e., it is not in621

a hole region) (lines 5-7). Next, if the fragment is in the sub-622

traction mask region, the volume or the background scene is623

rendered. Otherwise, the fragment is in the clipped region and624

the real color image is rendered (lines 23-24). Gray intensity is625

computed from the volume (by the gray function) and assigned626

to β. Considering that the bone is rendered with a gray level627

greater than the soft tissue’s and than wgrayLevel, it is rendered628

without the background scene. Assuming that bone and soft629

tissue have different gray intensities, wgrayLevel can be adjusted630

to render the bone with its original color and the soft tissue can631

be linearly interpolated with the background scene (lines 8-15).632

The algorithm for the visible background on MRI data tech-633

nique is shown in lines 1-8 and 16-24. The color image cap-634

tured from the RGB-D sensor is rendered in the same way as635

described for the visible background on CT data technique. The636

main difference here is that if the subtraction mask is active (i.e.,637

the patient’s ROI is clipped) and if there are medical data to be638

visualized, they are rendered. Otherwise, the background im-639

age is rendered.640

In an AR environment, it is desirable to solve the problem641

of occlusion between virtual and real data. For a specific view-642

point, depth images of the patient’s 3D reference model Dre f643

and the 3D object coming from the sensor’s live stream Dlive644

are used to solve this issue. If the depth from Dlive is lower645

than that from Dre f , the object captured by the sensor is in front646

of the reference object and the medical volume is the ocludee,647
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otherwise, the medical volume is the occluder.648

Algorithm 2 Focus plus context visualization based on the vis-
ible background

1: for in parallel do
2: if Dre f == 0.0 then
3: return Ireal;
4: end if
5: if Dlive < Dre f and Dlive != 0.0 then
6: return Ireal;
7: end if
8: if Isubtraction == 1.0 then
9: if CT data then

10: grayLevel← gray(Imedical);
11: β← grayLevel;
12: if grayLevel < wgrayLevel then
13: return βIbackground + (1 − β)Imedical;
14: end if
15: return Imedical;
16: else
17: if Imedical == 0.0 then
18: return Ibackground;
19: end if
20: return Imedical;
21: end if
22: end if
23: return Ireal;
24: end for

5. Experimental results649

In this section, the performance and visual quality of the F+C650

visualization techniques based on volume clipping are evalu-651

ated.652

5.1. Experimental setup653

For all tests, as the computer we used an Intel CoreTM i7-654

3770K CPU (3.50 GHz), 8GB RAM, and a NVIDIA GeForce655

GTX 660 graphics card. For 3D reference model reconstruc-656

tion, we used the open-source C++ implementation of Kinect-657

Fusion released by the Point Cloud Library project [64].658

We use a Microsoft Kinect device as a low-cost, accessible,659

and versatile RGB-D sensor [65]. The medical dataset used660

was a CT volumetric dataset of a head released by the Visible661

Human Project [66] of resolution 128× 256× 256, an MRI vol-662

umetric dataset of a head from MRI Head available in Volume663

Library [67] of resolution 2563, and an MRI dataset of a knee664

of resolution 400×400×250 and a CT dataset of a torso of res-665

olution 512 × 512 × 288, both available in OsiriX [68]. The 3D666

reference models were reconstructed with KinectFusion with a667

grid with resolution of 5123.668

5.2. Performance evaluation669

In our preprocessing computation, the 3D reference model670

was reconstructed at 40 FPS. From empirical tests, the user671

takes less than 10 s to place the volume into the scene and ad-672

just it. The markerless live tracking and volume rendering tech-673

niques together run at 45 FPS. These performance results are674

the same as those reported in previous work [5]; however, they675

were computed without taking into consideration the depth sen-676

sor’s performance1.677

Figure 6: Performance results measured in frames per second (FPS) for each
one of the focus plus context (F+C) visualization techniques discussed in this
article. CAM, contextual anatomic mimesis; SC - smooth contours; VB - visi-
ble background.

The performance of the on-patient medical data visualization678

for the F+C visualization techniques used in this work can be679

seen in Figure 6. The performance was evaluated for all four680

medical datasets described in Section 5.1.681

From Figure 6, we see that the CAM technique provides the682

best performance, which is expected since this technique does683

small computations directly on the shader. For ClearView, an684

F+C visualization technique proposed specifically for volume685

rendering [30], we generated only one context layer and one686

focus layer in our application. In the context layer, we com-687

puted three layers (i.e., position, normal and curvature) for the688

medical volume. For the focus layer, we rendered an isosurface689

from the medical volume, according to a user-defined iso-value.690

The layers were recalculated for every change in viewpoint. In691

our application, ClearView requires approximately 6.25 ms to692

compute and render these layers, which are composed accord-693

ing to the distance-based importance shader [30], decreasing694

the application’s performance to a frame rate even lower than695

that provided by the smooth contours and visible background696

on CT data techniques. For the smooth contours technique, by697

transferring all the pipeline to the GPU, we obtained a huge im-698

provement over the original technique proposed in [5], which699

achieved 20 FPS (for CT-Head in Figure 6) on the same hard-700

ware. The visible background on CT data technique runs in full701

real time because it operates mostly on the shader. Dilation ap-702

plied on Dre f decreases the application’s performance slightly.703

The visible background on MRI data technique is slower than704

the other techniques because of the ray casting performed on705

the 3D reference model to render the clipped patient’s ROI.706

1The Kinect sensor acquires depth data at 30 FPS; hence, this limits the
maximum performance of the application.
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However, differently from [5], we added an adaptive sampling707

scheme to improve the visual quality of the approach. This708

adaptive approach allowed us to obtain the same performance709

as the original technique. Moreover, all of the techniques run at710

more than 25 FPS, therefore in real time, even for the medical711

dataset of highest resolution (Torso in Figure 6).712

5.3. Visual quality evaluation713

By the use of the shader proposed in Algorithm 2, occlusion714

is supported by our application, as can be seen in Figure 7.715

Figure 7: Occlusion support is achieved by comparing depth values from cur-
rent and previous depth frames.

For the F+C visualization based on the smooth contours tech-716

nique, the level of smoothness can be controlled by the param-717

eter wc. As can be seen in Figure 8, the transition between the718

volume and the real scene becomes smoother as wc increases.719

At the same time, the volume contours become less visible.720

Figure 8: Influence of the parameter wc in the smooth contours technique. Left
image: wc = 0. Middle image: wc = 2. Right image: wc = 4.

For the F+C visualization based on the visible background on721

CT data technique, bone and soft tissue structures can be sepa-722

rated with use of wgrayLevel. From Figure 9, it can be seen that723

by changing this parameter, we can render the volume without724

the background scene, with the soft tissue linearly interpolated725

with the background scene or almost completely invisible.726

For the F+C visualization based on the visible background on727

MRI data technique, we have proposed an improvement to miti-728

gate artifacts resulting from clipping of the patient’s ROI [5]. A729

Figure 9: Influence of wgrayLevel in the visible background on CT data tech-
nique. Top-left image: wgrayLevel = 0. Top-right image wgrayLevel = 0.5.
Bottom-left image: wgrayLevel = 0.75. Bottom-right image: wgrayLevel = 1.

visual comparison between our approach and the one proposed730

in [5] can be seen in Figure 10. As the artifacts become more731

visible during the user’s movement, this figure shows the pa-732

tient’s ROI in different positions and the presence of artifacts in733

these scenarios. Moreover, regions around the contours of the734

clipped data are zoomed to enable a clear visualization of the735

problems of related work [5] in comparison with the improve-736

ments proposed here. Artifacts at the intersection between the737

patient’s ROI and the clipping plane are more visible when the738

user rotates his or her head in front of the sensor [5]. From col-739

umn I iin Figure 10, we can see artifacts arising at the contours.740

By use of our approach (Figure 10, column II), artifacts are mit-741

igated and the results are comparable to a scenario (Figure 10,742

column III) where the ray is cast in a uniform sampling way and743

the step size of the ray is too small to render the clipped data744

in an AR application. In this case, our method has better per-745

formance than the best visual quality scenario, as ours runs at746

28 FPS, whereas because of its use of ray casting with a small747

step size, the ground-truth approach runs at only 9 FPS, which748

does not provide performance that is enough for an interactive749

application [69].750

Our MAR environment supports not only rendering of the751

head, but also rendering of other ROI in the patient’s body. The752

on-patient visualization of the torso and knee datasets with the753

CAM technique is shown in Figure 11, and can be found in the754
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Figure 10: Different schemes for focus plus context visualization based on the visible background on MRI Data technique. Column I results from the application
of the original technique proposed in [5], column II refers to the adaptive scheme proposed in this article, and column III represents a ground-truth scenario where
the ray casting performs uniform sampling and the step size of the ray is too small to render the clipped data in an interactive application. Our adaptive approach
(column II) is three times faster than the ground-truth scenario (column III), while achieving almost the same visual quality. For each image, we zoom in on the
contours of the clipped data to highlight the differences between the different approaches. Furthermore, red arrows are used to show regions where the visual
difference is apparent. The presence of alias in the zoomed images is due to the digital zoom.

supplementary video. Even with different ROI, our MAR envi-755

ronment tracks the 3D reference model and shows the medical756

data at the position of the patient’s anatomy. As the torso com-757

prises mainly the abdomen and the pelvis, we have found it758

useful to show them separately.759

The process to augment these structures over the patient’s760
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body is almost the same as the one described in the previous761

sections. The small adaptations required to make the augmen-762

tation of other structures possible are discussed in Section 6.763

I

II

III

Figure 11: On-patient visualization of CT torso (rows I and II) and MRI knee
(row III) datasets. To highlight the features of the CT torso dataset, we show
the abdomen (row I) and pelvis (row II) separately.

Depending on the transfer function and/or the structure of the764

medical dataset, the ray casting technique may render holes in765

the final image (Figure 12, left image). In this case, the F+C766

techniques handle the holes in different ways, achieving dif-767

ferent results for the final rendering. An example of this can be768

seen in the right image in Figure 12, where the smooth contours769

technique replaces the virtual background color of the hole by770

the color captured by the RGB-D sensor and smooths the con-771

tours around the hole region. The visible background on CT772

data technique replaces the virtual background color of the hole773

by the background color of the real scene, which was captured774

previously.775

5.4. Accuracy evaluation776

In all the experiments, the patient’s ROI is augmented with777

a generic volumetric dataset. The use of a generic volume778

does not affect our visual quality evaluation since the volume779

is scaled and positioned semiautomatically with the user’s fine780

adjustments [17]. In this way, the accuracy of the registration781

Figure 12: Medical volume with holes (left) rendered into the augmented scene
with the smooth contours plus contextual anatomic mimesis (CAM) technique
(right). For this figure, CAM’s fall-off weight was set to 0.

between the medical data and the patient’s ROI depends on the782

quality of the user’s fine adjustment because of the use of a783

generic volume.784

Related to the accuracy of the MAR environment, 3D recon-785

struction has accuracy of approximately 10 mm [48], and by us-786

ing the hierarchical ICP algorithm, we improved the live track-787

ing accuracy from approximately 3 mm [5] to approximately788

2 mm, according to the point-to-plane error metric [49]. In789

this environment, tracking error does not accumulate between790

frames.791

6. Discussion792

As mentioned in Section 1, inspired by the field of on-patient793

craniofacial data visualization, we evaluated performance and794

visual quality of the proposed techniques in a scenario where795

the patient’s ROI consists of the patient’s head. In other con-796

texts, where the ROI can be another part of the body, such as797

the abdomen, pelvis and knee (Figure 11), one can still use the798

solution presented in this article with minor adaptations. How-799

ever, the MAR environment may still require some additional800

changes to reconstruct and track the poses. The main problems801

related to these adaptations rely on the segmentation, tracking802

and reconstruction of the patient’s ROI.803

To segment the patient’s ROI in the scene, we propose the804

use of a classification algorithm to detect and segment it from805

the color image. This solution is desirable for a few ROI, such806

as the head and hand. For others, which do not have classifica-807

tion algorithms available to perform such a task, one solution808

is to position the ROI relatively distant from the background809

scene and segment it in the depth image with background seg-810

mentation through z-axis thresholding. For the scenarios shown811

in Figure 11, we used this strategy based on depth segmentation812

to remove the background scene.813

Depth-based tracking algorithms (e.g., ICP) are dependent on814

the presence of geometric information on the scene [70]. Some815

ROI, such as the arm and leg, do not have much variation in816

the depth values captured by the sensor between different view-817

points. In this case, a texture-based tracking algorithm which818

operates according to the features of the color image [71, 72]819
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can be used to improve tracking accuracy. Furthermore, mark-820

erless tracking uses geometric data of part of the real scene as821

a natural marker. The natural marker (i.e., in our case the pa-822

tient’s ROI) may suffer nonrigid motion if it is a deformable823

object. For the patient’s face or hand, for instance, it is desir-824

able for the tracking algorithm to support non-rigid interaction825

between the patient and the application. Despite the complexity826

of nonrigid registration, there are some methods which provide827

real-time performance [73, 74] and can be used together with828

the markerless rigid tracking used in this work to improve ac-829

curacy and robustness for tracking of deformable structures. In830

all tests reported in this article, we used only the ICP algorithm831

for tracking.832

For the hand and foot, ROI which contain smaller struc-833

tures (e.g. fingers), more accurate 3D reconstruction algorithms834

[75, 73] may be required to reconstruct a 3D reference model835

which captures the finest details of the patient’s ROI, hence836

enabling high-quality tracking and occlusion handling even in837

these smaller structures. In this situation, the KinectFusion al-838

gorithm is able to reconstruct acceptable 3D reference mod-839

els for such ROI, although showing some artifacts which can840

have some impact on tracking accuracy. In this work, we used841

only the KinectFusion algorithm to reconstruct the 3D reference842

models.843

As can be seen in the supplementary video, the use of a 3D844

reference model as a basis for markerless registration allows845

tracking of the medical data not only when the center of ro-846

tation is located at the position of the patient’s anatomy. For847

knee visualization (Figure 11), the center of rotation is located848

mainly in the torso of the user, which is translated in relation849

to the knee region. Even in this case, our MAR environment850

supports the tracking of the medical data into the augmented851

scene.852

By using the hierarchical tracking algorithm, we improved853

tracking accuracy, as mentioned in Section 5. The advantage of854

this improvement is twofold: for the reconstruction of the 3D855

reference model, in which the viewpoints captured by the depth856

sensor are rigidly aligned with more accuracy, resulting in a857

more accurate 3D reference model reconstruction; for the AR858

tracking, giving more tracking stability and less misalignment859

between real and virtual objects.860

As already known in the field of AR, tracking technologies861

may suffer from jittering. As can be seen in the supplemen-862

tary video, even when we used the hierarchical ICP algorithm863

together with the head pose estimation solution to improve864

tracking accuracy and robustness, the MAR environment is still865

prone to jittering when the user moves his or her ROI in front866

of the depth sensor. To minimize the jittering, one can increase867

the number of ICP iterations to trade off tracking accuracy and868

performance or change the tracking algorithm for another one869

which can explicitly handle such a problem. Hence, we em-870

pirically have found it useful to use only three iterations of the871

hierarchical ICP algorithm (i.e., one for each level of the pyra-872

mid), prioritizing performance over accuracy.873

Markerless tracking solutions are not as accurate as some874

commercial marker-based solutions. When developing a medi-875

cal AR application, one must decide carefully which of these876

technologies to use. Although being intrusive in the scene,877

marker-based solutions may ease the positioning of the medi-878

cal data into the scene and the tracking of the medical data with879

high accuracy, being recommend for medical applications that880

deal with surgery, as done in [2]. Markerless solutions are not881

very accurate, and are therefore recommended for applications882

which demand visually appealing results for the composition of883

real and virtual data, typically medical applications developed884

for training or visualization purposes [7].885

For on-patient medical data visualization, the proposed ap-886

plication supports CT and MRI data, but can be easily extended887

to support other scanning data as well. Medical data with res-888

olution higher than 5123 can be used for a cadaver or phantom889

study. For such scenarios, the only difference is that the ROI890

is static in the scene and it is the sensor that must be moved to891

capture different viewpoints and reconstruct a single 3D refer-892

ence model. We have evaluated the F+C techniques only for an893

in-vivo study with different users as a patient.894

In AR applications, one must pay attention to the way in895

which the virtual content will be visualized in the augmented896

scene. In this article, we have described three techniques to897

improve the depth perception in medical AR scenarios. The ar-898

tifacts present in the visible background on MRI data technique899

proposed in [5] decrease the quality of the final image in the re-900

gion of the clipped medical data. This problem is even severer901

because of the high spatial and temporal discontinuity of the ar-902

tifacts. Through the use of an adaptive scheme where the ray903

casting samples more voxels only at the location of the clipping904

plane, we achieved high-quality images (Figure 10, column II),905

almost indistinguishable from the ground-truth images shown906

in column III in Figure 10.907

The techniques for F+C visualization based on the visible908

background do not support the visualization of real dynamic909

background scenes. In this case, we cannot use the color camera910

of the RGB-D sensor because the patient occludes part of the911

background being captured. A multiview approach, in which912

an additional webcam is used to capture the real background913

scene, may solve this problem.914

7. Conclusion and future Work915

We have presented improvements for on-patient medical data916

visualization by using F+C visualization and volume clipping.917

The performance and visual quality of the proposed techniques918

were evaluated, and from the tests conducted, we conclude that919

they are capable of running in real time and improve the visual920

quality of the final scene. To further enhance the quality of the921

integration of the virtual data into the augmented scene, occlu-922

sion is handled and tracking accuracy is improved. Finally, we923

have shown that our approach is versatile such that it can be924

used for different ROI of the patient.925

In future work, we intend to evaluate the full solution (MAR926

environment and F+C techniques) in a real medical training en-927

vironment, where high accuracy is not required for the applica-928

tion. Further, an in-depth study must be conducted to improve929

accuracy for scenarios where the medical dataset of the patient930

must be used for the on-patient visualization.931

13



With feedback from specialists, we will be able to improve or932

adapt the methods where needed or even to collect a database of933

craniofacial data to further improve future tests and evaluations934

of our approach.935

For all the F+C visualization techniques proposed in this ar-936

ticle, quantitative evaluation and extensive user study must be937

conducted to validate the proposed techniques from the per-938

spective of the final users.939

For the AR environment, we used a conventional display to940

show the augmented scene. Multiview solutions based on AR941

glasses or portable solutions based on mobile devices can be942

used, where the proposed approach is performed on a server943

and the visualization of the augmented content is transferred to944

those alternative hardware devices, allowing a seamless visual-945

ization of the virtual content on the real scene.946

The markerless tracking algorithm fails if the patient’s ROI947

is not visible in the view of the RGB-D sensor and the algo-948

rithm does not support relocalization nor nonrigid registration949

of the 3D reference model. These features must be supported950

to further enhance the accuracy and robustness of the tracking.951
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